EPC To Offer Evaluation Poll

BY ROGER MINEXAR

The Educational Policies Committee today announced plans for an important instructor and course evaluation poll this term. The survey, which is being planned for several weeks, is being conducted by the division chairman and many faculty members to offer great possibilities for improving the selection of material and the quality of teaching in the Caltech undergraduate curriculum. The individual Techman will get probably the best chance he will ever have to critically critique his instructor and courses in detail.

Multiple Answers

The poll will consist of a number of multiple-choice questions; a few items of personal information will also be presented. Students will have ample opportunity to comment about any other topic not covered by the questions. It is not intended that responses be tied to the poll identification numbers; student answers will be codified so that neither instructor have the chance to know what his students think of his teaching methods.

Positive Feedback

Copies of the poll will be distributed late next week to the campus. They will be filled out and returned to the Student Services department in the student houses, or to a box which will be set up in the Caltech post office in lower Throop. EPC chairman Doug Holmgren stated that "the purpose of this poll is to provide reliable feedback to the faculty, a goal which can only be realized if we have very high participation by the students.

With strong student support, the EPC plans to get criticism of the Caltech educational process out of student hands and to the faculty where they can do the most good for all concerned.

To Tell the Truth

The EPC feels this information can have particularly great significance for the quality of instruction by graduate teaching fellows. Most of the faculty who are not well accustomed to educational profiles at Caltech is it further hoped to ascertain which courses are especially stimulating, motivating, and reorganization. Results for each class will be sent to the instructor and student chairman, and all other non-personal results will be published as soon as they become available.

About the Selection

The poll will consist of two forms. The first form will ask students for questions instead. In addition, a few items of personal information will also be presented. Students will have ample opportunity to comment about any other topic not covered by the questions.

Student Help

In the social area the group has provided refreshments for Interhouse Sing, furnished the stage for the Annual Directors' Week, House Formals, and other events. In addition to these general social aids they provide a Work Shop Service, where a student may borrow the clothes donated to them. These clothes include sport coats, shirts, shoes, and white shirts, and any student interested is urged to secure the key from the Y office or Mrs. Haul. The Student Activities Chairman, Erlich M. Constable, is anxious to help any campus social group that may get the key in equipping it.
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Spring Break To Provide Fun, Frolic, Love and Talk

BY STU GALLEY

In the spring, young people flit lightly turn about with looks of love, joy, friendly talk, and stimulating ideas. Several of our beloved fellow institutions and the campus are busy doing their respective parts to foster these ideals among students and the community at large. As part of their spring vacations to the furthest reaches of knowledge. Outlined below are details of four courses to take place this spring, and a final deadline for applications to attend in this winter. They conclude, respectively, the contemporary American political system (Presidential Power), the U.S.-Soviet relationship, and (not to be outdone) Y WORLD RELIGIONS SERIES

The YMAA discussion series on World Religions will continue next term. The first meeting, scheduled for Clubmen in Clubroom One, is written by K. W. Meinert, Dr. David Abner, and Dr. W. A. Smith. We will speak on Buddhism.

DRAMA CLUB MEETS

Tuesday, February 7, 7:30 p.m., Thursday, Winfred Clubroom No. 7. All are welcome to the meeting and one act terms. For further information, contact GREG CASTLE.

Culver Monday and Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. in Winfred Clubroom No. 7 for one act plays. "This Moober," "Girls Needed. Bring em."

DO YOU WANT TO MEET FACULTY, ADMINISTRATIONS, OR STUDENTS?

The League has given many permanent gifts to the Institute and the student Houses. They bought the stereo and records for Winnet, they outfitted the dorm room used by the publicists, and they donated the grand piano for the Student Center as well as pianos to several of the Houses. This group did much to establish the Health Center and they are in the process of forming a service group to equip it.
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Oxy Bites

Editorials

It is certainly not customary for the California Tech to take stands on issues not of general interest to the student body. There is, however, an advantage to having one's correspondence provide a constant "check" on unreasoned policy making, a sounding board for campus issues, and an unrestricted force to investigate matters of the editor's discretion, and in his own manner. The editor may not always be right, but neither is a student government official. An editor should have sole and final control of the contents and style of his paper in order to fulfill his function properly. By dismissing Wayne Wrestling Oxy has taken what we feel is an unwise step.

—J. C. Simpson

Don Green

BY STEVE GORMAN

My hyper-critical eyeballs took a special interest in the Oxy's official capacity to Pasadena's fabulous Ice House, one of America's most renowned entertainment centers. An American manhole, Mike Stevens. It might be the best, too. He noted that, last term, the owner read one of my articles and promptly sent me two free records, along with an invitation to visit his spa. I figured. I'd show him I couldn't be bought and ding the hell out of his show, but I liked it, so that will have to wait. Liebermann.

The first group was an extraordinarily loud-looking bunch calling the Villagers. They looked at first glance like something from another planet, especially the energetic little blonde girl who, for some reason, or other, reminded me of Liebermann. They sang fairly well, with the gusto their appearance suggested. They seemed like something out of the 1950's, with longer strings on the yo-yo. The line was replaced with 72-pound test tuna line, and the aluminum yo-yo was taken to the Mitauffeffer Bridge for a sensational record run. The aluminum yo-yo, however, seemed destined to sleep, and no successful runs were made.

The yo-yo was adjusted and tried once again Friday, January 17. After two eighty-four foot runs, the yo-yo struck down. It was feared that it might increase the already noisy of the yo-yo to sleep.

Undaunted by the poor performance of this point, the Society still planned to run the repaired yo-yo 200 feet. To save the long drive to the Los Angeles Forest Highway to save the long drive to the California Tech, the yo-yo was taken to the Mitaufffoller Bridge for a record run. The yo-yo's movement at Blackberry was similar to the yo-yo at the California Tech. The yo-yo was stopped right in the center of the gorge. (The depth of the gorge — 185 feet — had proven sufficient in keeping the yo-yo from reaching the bottom of the gorge.) The yo-yo's movement at Blackberry was similar to the yo-yo at the California Tech. The yo-yo was stopped right in the center of the gorge. (The depth of the gorge — 185 feet — had proven sufficient in keeping the yo-yo from reaching the bottom of the gorge.)

Undaunted by the poor performance of this point, the Society still planned to run the repaired yo-yo 200 feet. To save the long drive to the Blackberry Bridge the Society has made plans to suspend one of its members over the side of Suicide Bridge.
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The Caltech Y last Thursday voted down a motion to support the proposed amendment to the California constitution which would prohibit any “fair housing” law. The Y membership voted 9 for and 16 against the motion in a meeting in Chandler.

**Point of Order**

The motion was made there was a lengthy discussion on how a vote could be taken and if the Y could take a stand at all. Tom Latham, president of the Y, said the decision about whether to publicly the Caltech Y is specifically differentiated from the student body. Because only about twenty per cent of the membership were present, the question was brought up if this small number could dictate a policy for the entire membership. Analogues were made to the national elections and Y elections where only a small per cent vote. By a vote of about 3/4 of the membership, the motion was defeated.

**Discussion**

A discussion followed comparing the California constitution which would prohibit any “fair housing” law. The Y membership voted 9 for and 16 against the motion in a meeting in Chandler.

**Run, Frosh, Run**

Candidates for freshman class officers have been disclosed by the BOD. Running for President are Mark Satterthwaite, Let Reese, George Sharrman, Fred Lamb and Doug Eaton. Candidates for Vice-President are Chris Elm, Gary Christoph, John Romney and Jimmy Field. Running for the office of Secretary are Lee Powers, Ed Kelm, and Greg Shuptrine.

**Results**

The Y membership last Thursday voted down a motion to support the proposed amendment to the California constitution which would prohibit any “fair housing” law. The Y membership voted 9 for and 16 against the motion in a meeting in Chandler.

**Interhouse Sing Sing**

**How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place**

**BY BOB WORMHARTSKY**

“You got the rubber thing?”

“Yup.”

“Don’t leak?”

“Nope.”

“Rag all soaked?”

“Yup.”

“Okay, it’s about time, let’s go.” Mel-related and Rob Shuptrine solid conspiratorially from their sophomore double and down Grange Alley, keeping close to the walls. From the lounge came the song of the Whippet House Choral Society, murdering a tune which might have been “H bang-town, Gal.” “My God, that’s awful,” groaned Snively, as they passed. “It’s that part that goes ‘Twingsa twingsa twingsa twingsa twingsa twingsa’ that gets me.”

**Yinished**

The C.altech Y last Thursday debated and discussed the proposed amendment to the California constitution which would prohibit any “fair housing” law. The Y membership voted 9 for and 16 against the motion in a meeting in Chandler.

**Oppunities in IBM**

**IBM**

**Systems Engineering**

**ALAN LIPPERT**

Systems Engineering Trainee

Degree: M.S., Engineering, Caltech, 1963

Dan started at IBM on July 17, 1963. He has attended IBM Computer Training Classes and is presently working with the Aerospace Industry in Los Angeles.

**DON BLANKENSHIP**

Systems Engineering Trainee

Degree: B.S., Physics, Caltech, 1963

Dan started in September, 1963. He is presently in the Computer Training Program. While at Caltech, Dan was President of Fleming House.

**HOWELL TYSON**

Advisory Systems Engineer

Caltech Howard joined IBM in 1960 after several years’ experience in Engineering. After his training period, he progressed rapidly to his present position. He is currently developing advanced computer applications at the IBM Western Region Headquarters in Los Angeles.

**W. E. (BILL) KERR**

Branch Manager

Degree: B.S.E.E., Caltech, 1954

Bill joined IBM in 1954 and completed a 24-month training program, attending schools in Endicott, Poughkeepsie, and San Jose. In 1958, after his Systems Engineering experience, he was promoted to Instructor in the Executive Computer Education Program in San Jose, and in 1960 he became Manager of that program. In 1963 he was promoted to Assistant to the District Manager—Aerospace. Recently he was promoted to his current position.

**Y Debates Anti-Rumford Initiative;Voting Stalemaled**

Thursday, January 23, 1964
Claremont Romps Here
Varsity Loses Twice

The Caltech Beavers closed out a disappointing week last week-end, as the visiting cameras of the Utah College of Commerce, sighted for a scalp in the Upland College victory Saturday night. In the Friday night game, CHM triumphed by a score of 82-62. Claremont jumped out to an early lead in the first half and maintained it through three quarters, outscoring UCC fifteen points through the middle of the half. The huge crowd was elated with superior rebounding during this half. The Beavers put forth their excellent shooting.

The Tech Squad started a routheating-lad in the half and behind the sharpshooting of Sophomore John Tucker, who hit on five of six jumpshots from fifteen to 25 feet, closed ground and trailed at the end of the half by only eight points, 33-25.

Beavers Cool
At the start of the second half, the Beavers' floor game soared, the shooting tormented cold, and the alert CHM squad jumped out to a large lead which the Beavers were unable to reduce. The Beavers were hurt when Dick Burgs accumulated fouls early in the first half. He fouled out early in the second half and was sorely missed. To make matters worse, sparking Joe Wald was also lost to the foul route in the second half's waning minutes. The game ended at 76-61, a disappointment to the 100 or so Tech fans who turned out to see the game, including a star face band. Tied for scoring honors were Tucker and Burgs with 23 points each. Rebounding honors were Gary Dahlman with 11.

Upland College
In the Saturday night game, the Beavers appeared flat and the Rickets Captures Discobolus Lead
Rickets regained the lead in the Discobolus trophy Sunday afternoon, as they swept two straight volleyball games from the Beavers. Rickets, displaying a daftness and well-trained eyesome game carried the first game, 15-8.

Gingold Sparkles
Gingold hit a shot into the Beavers' inner line as it started out quickly and raced to an early 7-0 lead. The scores came on quick and raced to an early lead. The first half, but a late Spartan surge brought the score to 4-0 at the end of the half.

Once again, starting the second half with cold shooting, the Beavers soon found themselves down by 18 points, 54-36. The game then followed a back and forth eight points with several minutes remaining but Upland steadied and emerged victorious, 74-61.

Frosh Beat Upland; Fall to Whittier
The frosh basketball team won their first game since the Christmas vacation when they defeated Upland College Saturday night by a score of 80-50. This victory gave them a split for the week-end since they dropped one to Claremont-Harvey Mudd, 72-41, in a league game on Friday night.

Same Old Story
Playing at home against CHM on Friday night, the frosh gave a repeat performance of many of previous games this season. Although the team would look brilliant for a few successive plays, they lacked consistency and slowly fell further and further behind. The wavy rails from CHM, Gray Jenkins led the team in both rebounds and scoring as he has done so often.

Need Managers
Managers are desperately needed for this year's frosh and Varsity swimming team. Coach Emerly would like one manager for the frosh and two managers for the Varsity. If you want to keep on the sidelines but plan to move up in the future, then this is the way to learn. If you have the qualifications, come and try out for the job. If you are interested, please contact Coach Emerly as soon as possible.

This mailbox is in time. The game should be an exciting one, with both teams using several managers of the Varsity football squad on their team. These players should supplement the Interhouse squads and should make for a light battle.

Lloyd Interhouse Leader
As Rudderock Beats Dabney
Lloyd has played neither of these two, so it is conceivable that either of them could take a new first place as the season progresses. Wednesday's Lloyd-Ruddock contest between Lloyd and Ruddock should tell the tale. Other contenders are already relegated to the role of also­rans. Only Fleming still has the

BY J. K. EVANS
At the halfway point in the interhouse football season, the powerful Lloyd machine dominates the scene with an undefeated string of three, including a victory over the previously favorite Big Red of Whittier. Lloyd's hold on first place is far from secure, however, as the strong Ruddock and Dabney aggregations are in hot pursuit.

A GUIDE FOR THE GUIDERS
One of the most interesting academic theories advanced in many a year has recently been advanced by that interesting academic theoretic, E. Pluribus Ewbank, Ph. D. who holds the chair of Interesting Academic Theory at the St. Louis College of Footwear and Educational Philosophy. Dr. Ewbank said in the last issue of the learned journal, the Modern Educator's Guide to Interhouse Administration and Presidential Trends, that we might be approaching the whole problem of student guidance from the wrong direction.

Dr. Ewbank, a highly respected pedagogue and a lifelong smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes, (I mention Marlboro for two reasons, to indicate that Dr. Ewbank is 25 years old, and also to indicate that his guidance is superior.) Out of all the dozens of brands of cigarettes available today, Dr. Ewbank has had the wit and taste to reject all but the most flavorful flavor, the most filterless filter, the softest soft pack, the most tip Roll Tip Top box. I refer, of course, to Marlboro. The second reason I mention Marlboro is that I get paid to mention Marlboro in this column, and the laborer, you will agree, is worthy of his hire.

But I digress. To return to Dr. Ewbank's interesting theory, he contends that most college guidance counselors are inclined to take the easy way out. And so to a Saturday's football tests show a talent for, let us say, math, the student is encouraged to major in math. If his test shows an aptitude for poetry, he is directed toward poetry. And so forth.

All wrong, says Dr. Ewbank. The great breakthroughs, the startling innovations in life, we say, math, are likely to be made not by the bookworm—gestures at, for example, fryers and philosophers—but by mavriers, by crypto­formists, by intuitors who refuse to fall into the rut of reason. For instance, we set a poet to studying math. He will bring a fresh, unlettered mind to the subject, just as a mathematician would bring the same kind of approach to poetry.

By way of evidence, Dr. Ewbank cites the case of Cipher Ewbank, a youth who entered college with brilliant test scores in physics, chemistry, and the calculus. But Dr. Ewbank forced young Cipher to major in poetry. The results were astounding. Here, for example, is young Cipher's latest poem, a love lyric of such originality that Lord Byron would be nonplused:

I was her logarithm,
She was his sine.
Variety their day with 'em,
They fastened to be signs.
Marriage oath which they joyfully shared,
And weed out voit ip sp. squared.

Similarly, when a young female named Elizabeth Barrett Sigifoss came to Dr. Ewbank to seek guidance, he insisted that she had won the Pulitzer prize for poetry when she was 8 years old, and insisted she major in mathematics. Against the student's protests, Miss Sigifoss has set the entire math department agog by flatly refusing to believe that six times nine is 54.

We, the makers of Marlboro, know only one kind of guidance—let the student choose his major.

(Footnotes)
* By J. K. Evans
We, the makers of Marlboro, know only one kind of guidance—let the student choose his major.
Frosh BB

(Continued from page 4)

This season, Tech Towers. The game on Saturday was a complete turnabout. For the first time this season the frosh had a wide height advantage over their opponents. They used this well as they controlled the backboards, both offensive and defensive. The junior Techmen to play a more open game. As a result, the fast break was evident in the Tech offensive for the first time this year. The frosh got off the blocks quickly and built up an early lead, carrying a 23-12 advantage to the locker room at halftime.

Shooting 46% over the 130-12 with

players

in general discouraged from

Music Makes

The average band consists of from one to three hundred little men (or little women) in pink, blue, green, or burlesque uniforms, carrying little brass horns, clarinets, satchets, kazoos, and grand pianos. Boys who can't make the football team, girls who can't make the basketball team, and music students are the major constituents of any band. Occasionally there will appear in the midst of this motley crew an anomaly in the form of someone who can actually play an instrument, such as the violin, cello, these individuals are few and for between, however, and are in general discouraged from attempting to join the select circle of the band. Clever runes, such as vipers in their instrument cases and poison dart in their voices, serve to the unwise that they are indeed unwelcome, and as soon as they get out of the infirmary, they drop dead.

A Memorable Day

The main function of any good university band is to entertain the student body. Of course, athletes are not the only people who appreciate the university band. Although these ceremonies in the Big 8 are an extravaganza for the Big 8, they are in the midst of this motley crew an anomaly in the form of someone who can actually play an instrument, such as the violin, cello, these individuals are few and for between, however, and are in general discouraged from attempting to join the select circle of the band. Clever runes, such as vipers in their instrument cases and poison dart in their voices, serve to the unwise that they are indeed unwelcome, and as soon as they get out of the infirmary, they drop dead.

Dear Jim, I'm Pregnant!

Lynn

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTES: HENRY McHALE

In just a short seven months, Henry McHale (M.B.A., 1962) has moved up in responsibility and status to his present position of office manager at Pacific Telephone. According to Henry, "The company seemed willing to give me a chance to prove myself right away." Henry's intuitive business sense and initiative mark him as a man on the move. He started out as a supervisor, because business office manager of a residence section, and just recently was made public office manager of the Sacramento area.

Grapplers Drop Cal-Poly Match

BY TOM LATHAM

Cal-Poly beat the Caltech wrestling team 115-1 in their gymnasium, Friday afternoon.

In the 125 weight class both teams forfeited. Cal-Poly won in the 130 class because we forfeited. Finally in the 127 class Frank Fujimura lost a close bout. He was cautious and tight at the start, but as the match progressed he gained confidence and began to control his opponent. When the bell rang at the end of the third period he was pinning his opponent. In the 147 class Dave Pousonner won an easy decision 12-3. In 157 Walt Focoder lost pinned by an opponent who kept trying for a cradle.

INTRAHOUSE STANDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riddock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dabuey</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleming</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricketts</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacker</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: HENRY McHALE

In just a short seven months, Henry McHale (M.B.A., 1962) has moved up in responsibility and status to his present position of office manager at Pacific Telephone. According to Henry, "The company seemed willing to give me a chance to prove myself right away." Henry's intuitive business sense and initiative mark him as a man on the move. He started out as a supervisor, because business office manager of a residence section, and just recently was made public office manager of the Sacramento area.

Much of his success can be attributed to the many ideas he has recommended for improving the efficiency of operations. As a dynamic business, telephone communications requires an alertness to the needs of a constantly growing market. Henry has demonstrated this talent, admirably.

Henry McHale, like many young men, is impatience to make things happen for his company and himself. This is true. In the few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.
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Film to Feature Negro Leaders

"The Negro and the American Revolution," a film featuring interviews with Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, and Martin R. Baldwin, will be shown as part of the Assembly Series, next Wednesday at 11:00 a.m. in Dabney Lounge. The interviews were taped during some of this past year, while King was leading demonstrations in Birmingham and just after Baldwin had gathered together a group of friends to talk with Attorney General Robert Kennedy.

Huucchhh!

(Continued from page 3) to interrupt. "Oh hell, this thing is starting to leak..."

"I told you to watch out, now you'll just have to stay wet... sh, here we are..."

Rahrah Rooter Meanwhile inside the smelly gym that excitement was at its usual fever pitch. Gungho and Rahrah Hooze had their entire membership out for rooting sections, and there were some numbers of other houses also, a few dates, some little old ladies (a few of those thought they'd come for a basketball game); and of course, the three jujubes, Dr. Tveicle, Mr. Mangie, and Miss Pristine, scattered through the bleachers, and looking uneasy at their overly task of picking out the lesser of seven evils.

Dean Friendly was telling his usual warm-up jokes and being cute as hell. But the excitement within was nothing compared with the breathless anticipation just outside the door, as a gentle stream flowed down Smilvy's leg and they waited for their moment... Their Finest Hour

"There they go," whispered Smilvy hoarsely. "How lovely is thy Dwelling Place, How Lovely is... My God, they've worce than we are! I've never heard anything so sick. Maybe we shouldn't..."

"Shuddup!" ordered Sludof, less crooked of the two, "here comes the quiet part..."

And then it was that into the gentle pool of silence which followed the fourth and fatal "How Lovely is thy Dwelling Place..." there came a loud splash and a titanic "Huccchhh!"

Inside the great hall the first smile crossed the first face. A second face, not so quicksilver, saw the first, recognised that smiling was in order, and smiled also. Meanwhile the men of Smidgin continued on in song... as a train which has been de­ railed continued on the path where the rails ought to have been, teetering toward the inevitable collapse. The smiles were spreading, grooving exponential­ly, like a pile gone critical... And then the men of Smidgin drowned out, declaimed, and worst yet unable to keep from laughing themselves, dissolved into the general glee.

Their Just Dessert

Outside the door, however, Smilvy and Sludge were not so pleased with their car as planned, but looking slack-jawed at each other, "Did you...." muttered Sludge, "But I..." stuttered Smilvy, and then "Look out!" as through their door staggered the pale figure of Judge Treacle. "What..." gasped Sludge, and then again "Look out!" as the pale face of Mr. Mangie and Miss Pristine followed Treacle out into the fresh night air.

"No, it can't be!" cried Sludge and Smilvy, as from off in the parking lot came a heard of a male, and another male, and then a soprano "HUUCCHHHH!!"
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He got the plates by chance

But he came to Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory on purpose. How? When he was two months away from his Ph.D., the JPL interviewer came to his school. Our Ph.D.-to-be was made it a point to see him. And he liked what he heard.

He heard how JPL scientists and engineers are designing the spacecraft and instruments destined to drop in on our moon and planets. He heard about the many facilities housed at JPL's 150-acre Pasadena complex. And he found out about the talented people he'd work with in space exploration.

Now we don't suggest that every Ph.D.-to-be we interview could be your opportunity of a lifetime. This statement helps explain the work at IBM today: seeking and finding new ways to handle information, planning and building new machinery for this task, exploring wholly new methods.

The demand for ideas has never been greater. And if you'd like to check into the new things going on at IBM—and the significant professional opportunities opening up there for men and women—see your college placement officer and make an appointment to talk with IBM representatives.

IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Move Ahead—See IBM.